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ABSTRACT
We analyzed the jet component properties of Active Galactic Nuclei (AGN), using a sample of
superluminal quasars obtained from literature. The sample used in the analyses consists of 2579
Gaussian components of 77 sources with observed redshift ( ), jet component size ( ), jet
component distance from an assumed core ( ), component luminosity ( ) and apparent
superluminal speed(
). Sub-samples were selected based on brightest jet components,
innermost jet components, outermost jet components and fastest jet components. The result of the
analyses showed that the innermost jet components are most likely the brightest components
while the outermost jet components are the fastest jet components. All the sub-samples showed a
strong correlation between – , indicating that as jet components move away from the core
they expand. Our result also indicated some mild inverse correlation between luminosity and
apparent, which may be attributed to environmental effects.
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INTRODUCTION
At the central regions of some galaxies – the
building block of the universe – is the Active
Galactic Nucleus (AGN). These AGN are the
most powerful, highly luminous, long lived
objects in the universe, and have been studied
throughout the electromagnetic spectrum. Their
luminosity are believed produced by accretion of
matter unto a central (possibly) supermassive
black hole (Lobanov & Zensus, 2005), with
bipolar ejection of relativistic plasma possibly
magneto hydrodynamic processes (Blandford &
Payne, 1982; Begelman et al., 1984; Begelman &
Cioffi, 1989).
At radio frequency, these bipolar ejections are
believed to be responsible for forming the
continuous relativistic jets that feed the radio
lobe of radio galaxies several kiloparsecs away
from the AGN (Rees 1966, 1967). In most
powerful radio sources, especially the radio-loud
quasars and FR-II (Fanaroff & Riley, 1974) radio
galaxies, these jets are one-sided, due to
relativistic Doppler beaming and orientation
effects (Begelman et al., 1984; Komissarov &
Falle, 1998). Recent studies, using Very Long
Baseline Interferometers (VLBI) that can
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resolution up to miliarcsecond, have shown that
within the nuclear region of AGN, that these jets
are not continuous. Rather they exist as blobs of
photon-emitting plasma refer to as jet
components that propagate with relativistic speed
away from the AGN core (Kellermann et al.,
2004; Kovalev et al., 2005; Britzen et al., 2007;
Piner et al., 2007). In some radio sources, these
jet components are observed to separate from the
AGN core with superluminal speed (Cohen et al.,
1971; Homan et al. 2001; Cohen et al., 2007).
This observed superluminal motion does not
contradict special relativity. In generally
accepted standard model, it can be explained as a
light travel-time and orientation effect
(Blandford et al., 1977, Cohen et al., 1977).
In this paper, using a sample of superluminal
quasars, we carry out a statistical investigation
on some of the observed jet component
parameters. These parameters include the jet
component size ( ), measured in miliarcsec
(mas), jet component distance away from an
assumed core ( ), also in mas, jet component
luminosity ( ) measured in Jansky ( ) and jet
component apparent expansion speed
in
unit of , where is the velocity of light.
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BASIC RELATION
The generally accepted model of radio sources
indicates that the intrinsic properties of these
radio sources are modify by Doppler beaming
due relativistic speed and orientation effect. For a
moving source approaching the observer with
velocity ( ) in unit of , where is the velocity
of light, the observed flux density per unit
frequency ( ) is related to that produced in the
moving frame by:
=
,
1
where
= 3 or 2, depending on whether the
source is a discrete blob or continuous jet, ’ is
the flux density of the source at a given
frequency ( ′) in the source frame.Since most
radio sources have power law spectrum of the
form
∝
where
is the spectral index,
) is related
then the observed flux density (
) by
to the emitted flux density (
=
.Thus, the relation between observed flux
density at a given frequency by a distant observer
and the source flux density in its rest frame at the
same frequency is given by (De Young, 2002)
( ).
=
2
The Doppler factor is defined as
= (
,
3
)
is the viewing angle with respect to a distant
observer and the Lorentz factor ( ) is given by:
=
.
4

The observed separation speed
is related
to the intrinsic speed and viewing angle by:
=
=
.
5

DATA
Our analyses were based on the sample of Radio
Reference Frame Image Database (RRFID)
obtained from Piner et al. (2007). The sample
contains 2579 Gaussian components of 77
sources with observed redshift ( ), jet component
size ( ) in miliarcsec (mas), jet component
distance from an assumed core ( ) also in mas,
component luminosity ( ) in Jansky ( ) and
apparent superluminal speed (
). For each
source, we selected the all the components with
positive apparent speed. Simple relativistic
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beaming theory of AGN assumed that the jet
component motion can be simplified as ballistic
motion (Kellermann et al., 2004, Piner et al.,
2007, 2012; Onuchukwu & Ubachukwu, 2013).
The final sample consists of 64 sources, with
most of the sources having more than one
component. Each jet component had at least five
epochs of observations (Piner et al., 2007).
To study the properties of the jet components, we
subdivided the sample into the innermost, the
outermost, the brightest and the fastest jet
components. Sources with only one component
are represented in the four different sub-samples
by that component. For each jet components
there are at least five epochs of observations
(Piner et al., 2007). We obtained the average
values of the parameters - , and which we
used in the analysis ( is the same for different
jet components of the same source).
ANALYSIS AND RESULTS
We plotted the distributions of the parameters
( , ,
) for the different sub-samples

(innermost, outermost, brightest and fastest). The
distribution plots are shown in figures 1 – 4.
Figure 1 is the distribution plot of the jet
component distance from the assumed core. The
distribution showed similarity between the
innermost and the brightest components. The
distribution plot indicates that the brightest
components are closer to the core than the fastest
components; moreover the brightest components
shared similar distribution with the innermost
component. In figure 2, the distribution plot of
jet component luminosity showed that the
innermost components have the similar
distribution with the brightest components, while
the outermost components have similar
distribution with the fastest components. In
figure 3, the distribution plot of the jet
component size showed that in general the
innermost and the brightest components have
smaller jet component sizes than the fastest and
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Fig. 2: The Distribution Plot of Jet
Component Luminosity ( − ) for the
Sub-samples
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the brightest jet components. This is an
indication that as these jet components are
ejected from the core, they expand as they move
away from the core. Figure 4 is the distribution
plot of the jet components apparent speed. The
general trend is such that we may suggest that
the innermost components and the brightest
components are the same, while the outermost
and the fastest components are the same.
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Fig. 1: The Distribution Plot of Jet Component
Distance ( −
) from the Core for the Subsamples
We carried out the log-log plot of one parameter
against the other, to check for possible
dependence of the parameter on one another.
These plots are shown in figures 5 – 10 while in
Table 1 we display the results of the linear
regression fitted to these parameters and the
correlation coefficient ( ).
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Fig. 3: The Distribution Plot of Jet
Component Size ( −
) for the Subsample.
The log − log plot showed a tendency of
decreasing luminosity with increasing distance
with ~ − 0.4, for the innermost and brightest jet
component sub-samples and −0.5 for the
outermost and the fastest sub-samples. Similar
result was obtained from the log − log plot,
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with = −0.4 for all the sub-samples. The
log − log
plot indicates some form of
negative correlation between S and
for the
outermost and fastest jet components subsamples with correlation coefficient −0.3 ≤ ≤
−0.4, but no correlation for the brightest and the
innermost jet components sub samples with ≤
−0.2.
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showed a lot of scatter with ~0.2, for all the
sub-samples.
Table 1: Linear Regression Analysis Results
and Correlation Coefficient ( )
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Fig. 4: The Distribution Plot of Jet Component
Apparent Speed (
) for the Sub-samples
In the log − log , all the sub-samples showed
a strong positive correlation with 0.6 ≤ ≤ 0.7,
indicating that size increases as component
moves away from the core. For the log −
log
plot, speed seems to increase with
increasing distance from the stationary core with
= 0.3 and
= 0.3 respectively for the
outermost and the fastest jet components subsample. The log − log
plot for the
innermost and the brightest jet components subsample showed no form of correlation with =
0.1. Generally, the plot of log against
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Table 1 is the linear regression analysis results
and the correlation coefficient. The results
confirm that statistically, the fastest components
are the outermost (farthest) components while
the innermost components are the brightest
components. All the sub-samples showed strong
relation between the jet components sizes
( )and distances away from the assumed core
( ).

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
We analyzed the properties of the jet
components of superluminal sources using jet
component parameters including the jet
component distance from an assumed core ( )
in mas, the jet component size ( ) in mas, the
observed jet component apparent speed (
)
and the jet component luminosity ( ) in Jansky
(Jy). Our analysis was based on a sample of
superluminal sources obtained from Piner et al.
(2007). For the analysis, we obtained four
different sub samples – the innermost jet
components (jet components closest to the
assumed core), the outermost jet components,
the brightest and the fastest jet components, for
each source.
Generally, from the distribution plots, our
results suggest that the innermost components
are the brightest components, while the
outermost components are the fastest
components. The linear regression analysis
results support this assertion. This could be
interpreted by assuming higher ambient density
closer to the core (King, 1972; Antonucci, 1993;
Urry and Padovani, 1995), since the brightness
of the radio sources is caused by interaction
between the plasma and the ambient medium.
Thus, the denser innermost regions close to the
assumed stationary core that may be responsible
for the brightness of the radio jet components
may also be responsible for impeding its
ballistic motion. This result is in line with the
result of Piner et al. (2012). In their study of jet
components of superluminal sources showed
that jet components farther from the assumed
core have larger apparent speed and showed
more parallel acceleration.
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In the linear regression analysis, the log-log
scatter plots of against , showed a tendency
for to decrease as
increases ( ~ − 0.4 to
~ − 0.5). Same is observed for the plot of
against , ~ − 0.4, but in the plot of against
we obtained a strong positive correlation
( ~0.6 − 0.7) for the entire sub-sample
analyzed. The theory of relativistic beaming of
radio sources gives

∝

∝

.

Thus, we expect ∝
, but from our results,
showed some form of mild negative
correlation with
. This is an indication that
within the nuclear regions of AGN, where VLBI
observation can map individual jet components,
environmental factors - King profile predicts
∝ 1+

- modify some parameters of

the jet components than simple relativistic
beaming predict.
In the plot of log-log plot of
− , the
outermost and the fastest sub-samples showed
some form of negative correlation ( ~ − 0.3),
while for the innermost and brightest subsamples showed a lot of scatter with no
correlation. This is not surprising, since Doppler
beaming theory of AGN implies that the
brightness of a source depends on its intrinsic
Lorentz factor and viewing angle (Rees 1966,
1967). Thus, projection effects (Marscher,
2009) will cause an increase in the brightness of
the jet component when moving through a bend,
while its propagation speed will to have slowed
down.
We carried out statistical analysis on some
observed jet component parameters, including
apparent speed, size, luminosity and distance
from an assumed core. Our result in general
indicates that the innermost components are the
brightest components, while the outermost
components are the fastest components. Our
result also showed a strong positive correlation
between jet component size and jet component
distance from the assumed core. This correlation
has been used by Onuchukwu and Ubachukwu
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(2013) to place a useful limit on the intrinsic
Lorentz factor of superluminal sources.
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